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Abstract
Using another approach to form approximants of the two-dimensional continued fraction, elementary properties of
two-dimensional continued fractions are investigated. In particular, for fractions with positive elements the \fork" property
is valid. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Considering the correspondence problem for a two-dimensional continued fraction generalization
we dene a two-dimensional continued fraction (TDCF) by using compositions of nonsingular linear
fractional transformations [1,7]. Let ai; bi; aij; bij (i; j2N) be complex numbers, ai 6= 0, aij 6= 0 and
we consider the following transformations:
ti(x; y; z) =
ai−1
bi−1 + ai; i−1x + ai−1; iy + z
;
tij(u) =
1
bij + ai+1; ju
; (i> j);
tij(u) =
1
bij + ai; j+1u
; (i< j)
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and compositions of such transformations
Tk−i; i = ti+1; iti+2; i    tk−i; i(0);
Ti; k−i = ti; i+1ti; i+2    ti; k−i(0);
k − 1>i; i = 0; 1; : : : ; [k=2]− 1;
[k] means the entire part of the number k.
Then we can dene the two-dimensional continued fraction as the following sequence ffkg (fk is
the element of the extended complex plane) [7]:
fk = t1(Tk−1; 0; T0; k−1; t2(Tk−2; 1; T1; k−2; : : : t[k=2](T[ (k+1)=2];[(k−2)=2];
T[(k−2)=2]; [(k+1)=2]; t[(k+1)=2](0; 0; 0)) : : :)); k = 1; 2; : : : ; (1)
with t[(k+1)=2](0; 0; 0) = 0, if [(k + 1)=2] = [k=2]; T0; 0 = 0, f1 = a0=b0.
Since we understand an innite TDCF as limit of fk , if k tends to innity, then we have to
assume that starting with some number k0 all fk (k >k0) make sense. We can write the innite
TDCF in short as
f = K1i=0
ai
i
; i = bi + K1j=1
ai+j; i
bi+j; i
+ K1j=1
ai; i+j
bi; i+j
: (2)
Finite TDCFs of the form
fm =
Am
Bm
= K [(m−1)=2]i=0
ai
(m−1−2i)i
; (3)
(m)i = bi + K
m
j=1
ai+j; i
bi+j; i
+ Kmj=1
ai; i+j
bi; i+j
are called mth approximants of (2), Am and Bm is the numerator and the denominator of fm, respec-
tively [2].
Introducing recursiveness by the notations
Q(s−1−2i)i = 
(s−1−2i)
i +
ai+1
Q(s−3−2i)i+1
; i = 0; : : : ; [(s− 1)=2]; (4)
where
Q(0)[(s−1)=2] = b[(s−1)=2]; Q
(1)
[(s−i)=2] = 
(1)
[(s−i)=2]; s= 1; 2; : : : ;
for the TDCF (2) we determine equations (the dierence formula)
fn − f2m+1 =
mX
i=0
(−1)i((2m−2i)i − (n−1−2i)i )
Qi
j=0 ajQi
j=0Q
(2m−2j)
j Q
(n−1−2j)
j
+
(−1)m+1Qm+1i=0 aiQm
i=0Q
(2m−2i)
i
Qm+1
i=0 Q
(n−1−2i)
i
rmn; (5)
where n> 2m+ 1 and rnm = 0; if n= 2m+ 2 or rnm = 1; if n> 2m+ 2:
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A two-dimensional continued fraction is said to converge if its sequence of approximants converges
to a point in the extended complex plane.
To form approximants of (2) we need to truncate all the continued fractions involved, but we
can do it in dierent ways. This choice of the approximants (of the (3) type) was stipulated by
the correspondence problem [5{9]. According to remarks in [8] we shall form approximants, where
branch number k in the nth approximant uses (n− k) terms in each continued fraction. This choice
allows to investigate TDCFs with positive elements or any other TDCFs, comparing approximant
properties.
2. Another approach to the choice of approximants
To form approximants of (2) in the type of (3) we truncate the TDCF (2) at an angle, so the
number of elements in each continued fraction is not the same. If we truncate the TDCF at an angle
of , we will receive the mth approximant of (2) in the following form:
fm =
Am
Bm
= Km−1i=0
ai
(m−1−i)i
; (0)m−1 = bm−1: (6)
It is characteristic that all branches of the mth approximant of (2) have three branches. Formally, the
approximant can be constructed in such a way that its dierent branches have optionally the same
length. It is not dicult to note that such an approach was exploited by the interpolation problem
[3,6].
A nite TDCF being part of (2) and having at least two branches of dierent length is called a
gured approximant of a TDCF (2) [1].
Example. Let us consider two types of the second approximants for the TDCF (2):
f2 =
a0
b0 +
a10
b10 +
a20
b20
+
a01
b01 +
a02
b02
+
a1
b1 +
a21
b21
+
a12
b12
+
a2
b2
;
~f2 =
a0
b0 +
a10
b10 +
a20
b20
+
a01
b01 +
a02
b02
+
a1
b1
;
~f2 is a gured approximant of the TDCF (2).
It is easy to see that the approximants of type (3) are the gured approximants of (2) and are
contained in (6).
Using recursiveness, introduced by the notations
Q(s−1−j)j = 
(s−1−j)
j +
aj+1
Q(s−2−j)j+1
; j = 0; : : : ; s− 1 (7)
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with Q(0)s−1 = bs−1; s= 1; 2; : : : ; the dierence formula (n>m)
fn − fm =
m−1X
i=0
(−1)i((m−1−i)i − (n−1−i)i )
Qi
j=0 ajQi
j=0Q
(n−1−j)
j Q
(m−1−j)
j
+
(−1)mQmj=0 ajQm−1
j=0 Q
(m−1−j)
j
Qm
j=0Q
(n−1−j)
j
(8)
can be obtained under the assumption that all Q(s−1−j)j 6= 0, s= n; m.
Really, for n>m we have
fn − fm=Kn−1i=0
ai
(n−1−i)i
− Km−1i=0
ai
(m−1−i)i
=− a0
Q(n−1)0 Q
(m−1)
0
(Q(n−1)0 − Q(m−1)0 ):
Similarly, for an arbitrary r <m− 2 we can establish
Q(n−1−r)r − Q(m−1−r)r = (n−1−r)r − (m−1−r)r −
ar+1
Q(n−2−r)r+1 Q
(m−2−r)
r+1
(Q(n−2−r)r+1 − Q(m−2−r)r+1 ):
Consecutively, using this relation and taking into account
Q(n+1−m)m−2 − Q(1)m−2 =(n−3−m)m−2 − (1)m−2
− am−1(
(n−m)
m−1 − (0)m−1)
Q(n−m)m−1 Q
(0)
m−1
− am−1am
Q(n−1−m)m Q(n−m)m−1 Q
(0)
m−1
we obtain the formula (8).
Remark. The dierence formula for a TDCF of the form
0 + K1k=1
ak
k
(9)
diers from (8) by the term (0)n − (0)m and in the summation starts with i = 1 (f0 = b0).
Example. Let us consider the TDCF (2) with elements equal to 1:
1
1 +
1
1 +
1
1 +
. . .
+
1
1 +
1
1 +
. . .
+
1
1 +
1
1 +
. . .
+
1
1 +
. . .
+
1
1 +
. . .
and calculate approximants of type (6). We can write even approximants as:
(1=2)2; (3=5)2; (8=13)2; (21=34)2; : : :
and odd approximants as:
1; (2=3)2; (5=8)2; (13=21)2; : : : :
By induction the following formula for the nth approximant of the considered fraction is easily
established:
An
Bn
= fn =
1
(
p
fn−1 + 1)2
=

Fn−1
Fn
2
:
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(The sequence fFng is the sequence of Fibonacci numbers.) Then using (8) one can get the following
inequalities:
(1=2)2< (3=5)2< (8=13)2<   <f2n <    ;
1> (2=3)2> (5=8)2>   >f2n−1>    ;
f2n−1>f2n:
Thus the sequence ff2ng is bounded above, and a monotonically increasing sequence and ff2n−1g
is bounded below and a monotonically decreasing sequence and we can write
f2k6 lim
k!1
f2k6 lim
k!1
f2k−16f2k−1:
But it does not mean limk!1f2k = limk!1f2k−1.
The value of this TDCF is equal to (3 − p5)=2 and this number is the spectral radius of the
special operator [4].
Remark. The approximants of the considered fraction in the form of (3) do not possess such a
property.
3. Main results
Proposition 1. Let elements of the TDCF (2) be positive real numbers and numbers j; k be ar-
bitrary natural numbers; then for the approximants (6) of the TDCF (2) the \fork" property is
valid:
f2k <f2k+2<f2j+1<f2j−1: (10)
Proof. If all ai > 0, aij > 0, bi > 0, bij > 0, Q
(s−1−j)
j > 0 (j = 0; 1; : : : s− 1; s= n; m), then we can
put in (8) n = 2k + 2; m = 2k or n = 2j + 1; m = 2j − 1 and prove that all even approximants of
(2) monotonically increase and the odd approximants monotonically decrease.
If we put in (8) n=2j+1; m=2k or n=2k; m=2j+1, depending on 2j+1> 2k or 2j+1< 2k,
then we obtain f2j+1>f2k for arbitrary natural j; k.
Remark. The fork property is also valid for the TDCF (9) with positive real elements.
Using the fork property one can prove
Proposition 2. The TDCF (2) with real positive elements converges if and only if
lim
k!1
(f2k+1 − f2k) = 0:
Fractions of the form
i + K1j=i+1
aj
j
; i = 0; 1; 2; : : : (11)
we call ith tails of the TDCF (2).
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A TDCF (2) is unconditionally convergent if the TDCF (2) is convergent and all its tails are also
convergent.
Theorem 3. For the TDCF (2) with positive elements unconditional convergence is equivalent to
ordinary (classical) convergence.
Proof. It is necessary to prove that the convergence of the TDCF (2) leads to the convergence of
all its tails (11).
Let us consider the TDCF
0 + K1j=1
aj
j
(12)
and denote its nth approximants as fn0. The existence of nite limits
lim
n!1 f
2n
0 = G0; limn!1 f
2n+1
0 = F0
and an inequality realization
G06F0 (13)
follow from the fork property (10) for the TDCF (12). As far as the TDCF (2) converges, we have
a0
F0
=
a0
G0
:
Therefore, by virtue of (13) F0 = G0, which is equivalent to the convergence of the TDCF (12).
Similarly, we can prove the convergence of the TDCF (11) for an arbitrary natural number i.
Let f ~fkg be the sequence of gured approximants of the TDCF (2) and mk , Mk be minimal and
maximal length of branches of the approximant ~fk , respectively. We assume that mk tends to innity
if k !1.
If all ~fk , (k = 1; 2; : : :) make sense and only a nite number of ~fk do not make sense, minimal
length mk of branches of the ~fk tends to innity, if k ! 1 and there exists a unique limit of the
sequence f ~fkg, then we say that the convergence of the TDCF (2) is the gured convergence.
Theorem 4. If the TDCF (2) with positive real elements converges; then it converges to the same
nite value in the gured sense.
Proof. Let us consider the nite TDCF
f^2k+1 = K
2k+1
i=1
ai
^
(2k+1−i)
i
; (14)
where
^
(2k+1−i)
i = b^i + K
2k+1−i
j=1
ai+j; i
b^i+j; i
+ K2k+1−ij=1
ai; i+j
b^i; i+j
and b^i = bi, b^ij = bij, if i62k; j62k;
b^2k+1>b2k+1; b^2k+1; i>b2k+1; i ; b^i;2k+1>bi; 2k+1; i = 1; : : : ; 2k:
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For the TDCF (14) similarly as for the TDCF (2) we introduce notations Q^
(2k+1−i)
i . It is not dicult
to nd that
Q^
(2k−2i)
2i+1 >Q
(2k−2i)
2i+1 ; i = 0; : : : ; k:
Therefore, f^2k+16f2k+1 and from the fork property one can obtain f2k6f^2k+1.
For an arbitrarily large number i there exists a number k such that for all n>i the following
condition is satised:
f2k < ~fn<f2k+1: (15)
The number k is chosen from the condition
2k + 16min(mn: n>i)62k + 2:
Because mn tends to innity if m!1, then k tends to innity if n!1.
The relation (15) follows from the previous reasoning, if we introduce corresponding renames in
such a way, that ~fn = f^2k+1. Therefore, from the classical convergence by virtue of Proposition 2
the gured convergence succeeds.
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